
Assignment 1 – Tutor Feedback and Reflection 
 
 
Telephone feedback with Chris Coekin on 17th July 2017. 
 
1. Blog: Finding a Place of My Own 
First of all, Chris commented on the blog that I had set up for Identity and Place on Wordpress that followed the 
template set by the college. He advised me to make the layout simpler by taking out some elements and adding in 
others so that navigation around the various categories would be easier.  In this way, duplication of work would be 
avoided and make it easier to find that relevant sections. 
 
2. Assignment 1 Feedback 
The reflective notes: The notes provided with the images were good, they referred to the reading done but need to 
mention other photography influences.  It could do with more personal and practical input along with any influences 
on the work done. 
 
The images:  I had sent prints to Chris in addition to the ones posted onto the blog and via Google Drive.  The online 
images need to better quality – I had uploaded lower resolution versions as I was not sure of the correct way to do 
this.  They need to be higher resolution as well as being uploaded as individual photographs.  I had also loaded them 
as a slideshow. The reasoning is that the images need to be viewed at a larger scale than the small size in order to 
home in on certain features. 
 
The Assignment: I fulfilled the brief but looking at my history of study, he said that he would have expected something 
more coherent and polished.  I explained that although I had done a fair amount of photography learning, 
approaching strangers and asking to photograph them was well outside of my experience and this had an impact on 
the final set of images.  The images were natural and used ambient light, and were ok on technical ability.  He 
suggested that I need a clearer indication of what I am trying to achieve in order to show an individual approach to 
the assignment brief.  The accompanying notes were interesting and show a good understanding of the course aims.   
 
There was some discussion on completing exercises and assignments, and Chris suggested spending more time on the 
assignments than the exercises as this is where there is the opportunity to put the learning into practice. 
 
He then talked about showing the evidence for the assignment, from contact sheets and drawings to reading around 
the subject.  He would like to see the contact sheets for the assignments to see the thought processes as well as how 
the final choices can be made.  They also show other versions of images that could have been used. The main thing is 
to keep it simple and don’t be tempted to use things such as filters or presets when processing images.  It is also good 
to look at other people’s work for inspiration or as a starting point that can then be used and taken further or in a 
different direction. 


